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R-E-L-A-X

Cleveland, 17.03.2016, 12:09 Time

USPA NEWS - The Cleveland Browns are considered the laughing stock of the NFL around the league. Is it because they released
their top 4 players? The Browns lost four starters on the first day of free agency -- WR Travis Benjamin, C Alex Mack, RT Mitchell
Schwartz and FS Tashaun Gipson.  

R-E-L-A-X

The Cleveland Browns are being told that analytics and releasing key players will not solidify the Cleveland Browns organization a title
shot or no good players to land in this franchise. I'm telling you to relax because we are getting a younger and more hungrier team this
year. We really needed to make some key changes to our roster to make it better in the next two to three years. I know that we are
thirsty for a Superbowl win or at least an appearance to the Superbowl. We must first think about winning the division first. If you
complete that task then you will get that playoff bid that you will need to have a chance to get to the Superbowl. The Browns must start
off with small term goals that will lead up to winning a Superbowl.

The Cleveland Browns are considered the laughing stock of the NFL around the league. Is it because they released their top 4
players? The Browns lost four starters on the first day of free agency -- WR Travis Benjamin, C Alex Mack, RT Mitchell Schwartz and
FS Tashaun Gipson. Then Starks, Dray, Johnny Manziel, Carlos Dansby and Dwayne Bowe to follow which they we more of an
addition by subtraction for the Browns. All Cleveland Browns fans must remember this important fact that it´s a new regime and Hue
Jackson is your new coach with the experience of an offensive mind in which the Cleveland Browns need. Also remember we have
brought back defensive Coordinator Ray Horton back to Cleveland. Horton´s defense was ranked 9th when he was in Cleveland
before. Cleveland´s defense was the worst rank 32nd in the league because of the inconstancy of stopping the run. The offense was
never the problem it was the defense and I will say the coaching schemes and calling for those particular players was the reason why
our defense was horrible. The players must fit your system or your systems will not work. The Browns will got to work in the 2016 NFL
Draft to draft key pieces to start a new and younger improved team. The Browns will have the 2nd pick in the 2016 draft on Thursday,
April 28, 2016 at 8pm who will they select? 
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